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REPLACEMENT PARTS

PART # DESCRIPTION 
500505 Motor,  115 v. AC only 
160248T ETW �tting kit,  
420715 Lamp,  100A/CL, 100 w.  MAX. 
200514 Dome,  AMBER,  
200513 Dome,  RED 
200512 Dome,  BLUE 
200516 Dome,  GREEN 
200515 Dome,  CRYSTAL (Clear) 
820147 Snap-in plug, ½”  
All Domes are made from unbreakable Polycarbonate material 

LIMITED WARRANTY
If it appears within one (1) year from the date of delivery to Purchaser that any products or component parts do not conform exactly to 
the speci�cations and physical dimensions referred to above, and the Purchaser, at its expense, returns the product or component parts 
to the Seller together with a report of defects, the Seller shall review the inspection report and inspect the items and shall authorize, at 
its option, either the repair or replacement of any non-conforming products or component parts, whether on warranty, contract of 
negligence, shall not in any case exceed the amount to be paid by the Seller in obtaining and repair or replacement of non-conforming 
products or component parts, and upon expiration of the warranty period, all liability of the Seller shall be terminated. 
Seller shall not be liable for any injury, loss or damage, direct or consequential arising out of the use or the ability to use the product. 
This warranty gives speci�c legal rights,  You may have other rights which vary from state to state.  Some states do not allow the 
exclusion or limitation  of incidental or consequential damages, so that the above limitation of exclusion may not apply to you.    
WARNING: The individual user should take care to determine prior to use whether this device is suitable, adequate or safe for the use 
intended.  Since individual applications are subject to great variation, the manufacturer makes no representation or warranty as to 
suitability or �tness of these devices for any speci�c application.   

1) To mount on a �at surface without the use of the ETW �tting, disassemble the light and use the base housing 
as a drill template. (HINT:  Leave the dome clips in the housing.)   

2)    To use a ‘pigtail connection instead of the cord with plug:  Cut the plug from the end of the power cord. Slit 
the insulation and strip each wire about ½”.  Feed the wires through either the ETW �tting for junction box 
mount or through the hole in the center of the housing for surface mounting.  Be sure to plug the hole with the 
�tting provided.    

3) You may use self threading screws for blind holes or machine screws with nuts when there is access to the 
opposite face of the mounting surface.  It is a good idea to use washers under the heads of the screws in the 
interior of the housing. Pass the power wires through the hole in the center.  

4) To mount with ½” conduit use the �tting provided, there is no need to drill holes.  

5) When the housing is mounted, install the light mechanism.  Before replacing the dome see the next para-
graph for adjusting the re�ector.  When that is accomplished,  put on the dome and secure with the three 
brackets.  

OPERATION: The re�ector can be aligned to throw the beam of light upward, downward or straight ahead.  
Gently maneuver the re�ector to obtain the desired result.  Be sure to test the action to see that there is no 
interference of the rotation of the re�ector.  

RELAMPING: Remove the dome, leave the clips in place.  Gently unscrew the lamp from the socket.  You may 
have to tilt the lamp slightly to clear the socket in order to remove it.  Replace with a lamp no larger than 100 
watts and the same globe size or smaller. 

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
for MARK 6 WARNING LIGHT


